Vision Statement: “To have clean water, pure air, and productive soil.”

Mission Statement: “To assist land users in the management and conservation of our soil and water by means of educational, financial and technical assistance.”

I. MINUTES
II. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
III. BILLS PAYABLE
IV. OLD BUSINESS:
   A. Bridgewater Township Watershed Analysis - Kathleen Doran-Norton (From Feb Meeting)
   B. Day at the Capitol - Legislative Briefing – Comments (Bob, Jim, Gary, Ashley)
   C. Envirothon – May 7 Alexander Park – Bob & Gary
   D. Shoreland Buffers and Soil Ordinance Update

V. NEW BUSINESS
   A. Accept Resignation of Collin Schoenecker effective 4-17-14-Action Item
   B. Wetland Conservation Act Administration-Discuss
   C. Farmbill Assistance Partnership Application-Action item
   D. Biennial Budget Request (BBR)-Action item
   E. Handout Stewardship Inserts – Jerry
   G. Aerial Application Cover Crops – Tom Coffman
   H. SWCD Position on MN Statutes 273.117 Conservation Easement Property Tax Reduction
   I. CRWP Agreement-Environmental Consultant Service Contract – Spencer Hrs

VI. OTHER REPORTS:
VII. SUPERVISOR’S REPORTS
VIII. DISTRICT CONSERVATIONIST’S REPORT
IX. DISTRICT MANAGER’S REPORT
X. STAFF REPORTS
XI. JPB MONTHLY ACTIVITY REPORT –If received
XII. OTHER/CORRESPONDENCE:
XIII. UPCOMING EVENTS: Tree Pickup April 25th At Beer Gardens
XIV. ADJOURN

*** P.R.A.P. MEETING *** DON BWSR and Rice SWCD Supervisors and Rice Co. Water Planners and Steve AT 1:00 PM at Government Services Buiding.**********